
 

 

Day   26   Activities   (April   27)   These   may   be   completed   on   notebook   paper   or   in   Google   Classroom.  
Be   sure   to   SHARE   with   your   teacher   if   completed   in   Google   Classroom.  
 
If   you   do   not   have   internet   access,   all   paper   materials   are   in   the   paper   AMI   packet.    

English   Language   Arts  1. Complete   the    Mystery   Passage   AMI   Day   26    in   Google   Classroom   on  
the   Google   Form.   Be   sure   to   submit   when   finished.   

2. Optional   Challenge :   IXL   Skill    CVZ .   Try   to   obtain   a   90%   SmartScore.  

Social   Studies  THE   MIDDLE   AGES  
Most   sources   say   the   Middle   Ages   range   from   A.D.   500   to   1450.   Many   call   this  
the   Dark   Ages,   as   it   was   a   time   when   there   was   little   learning   and   literacy.   It   is  
also   called   Medieval   Ages,   when   knights   battled   across   Europe.   The   time  
period   was   known   for   hunger,   war,   and   the   plague.   While   there   was   a   decline   in  
knowledge   and   learning,   it   was   also   a   time   full   of   discovery   and   invention.   This  
week   we   will   explore   the   inventions   of   the   Middle   (Dark)   (Medieval)   Ages.  
1.Give   four   reasons   why   it   was   called   Dark   Ages.   (Mrs.   Bale’s   give   two).  
2.   What   years   are   called   Middle   Ages?_________   How   long   did   it   last?______l  

Science  On   a   piece   of   paper,   make   a   list   of   all   the   animals   that   you   observe   around   your  
house   and   in   your   yard.    (Look   closely   in   the   grass!)    Classify   each   animal   as  
either   vertebrate   or   invertebrate.    Are   there   more   vertebrates   or   invertebrates?  
Why   is   that?   
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Day   27   Activities   (April   28)   These   may   be   completed   on   notebook   paper   or   in   Google   Classroom.  
Be   sure   to   SHARE   with   your   teacher   if   completed   in   Google   Classroom.  
 
If   you   do   not   have   internet   access,   all   paper   materials   are   in   the   paper   AMI   packet.    

English   Language   Arts  In   Google   Classroom,   complete   all   parts   of   the    Commas    assignment   from  
Flocabulary .   Be   sure   to   submit   when   you   are   finished   to   receive   credit.   If   you  
do   not   have   internet   access,   everything   is   in   the   paper   AMI   packet.   

Social   Studies  TOP   INVENTIONS   OF   THE   MIDDLE   AGES:   PART   I  
Paper   Money :   in   1023,   the   first   government-issued   paper   money   was   printed   in  
China.   When   he   returned   to   Europe,   Marco   Polo   wrote   about   paper   money.  
Movable   Type   Printing   Press :   Johannes   Gutenberg   invented   it   in   Germany   in  
1440;   however,   Bi   Sheng   gave   us   the   first   400   years   earlier   in   China.  
Magnetic   Compass :   Used   in   1182   by   Europeans   sailing   the   oceans.   First   used  
by   Chinese   around   A.D.   200;   mainly   for   telling   fortunes.  
Gunpowder/Guns :   English   scientist   Roger   Bacon   described   the   formula   for  
gunpowder.   Chinese   invented   gunpowder   during   the   9th   century;   guns   by   1250.  
Windmills :   The   earliest   use   of   windmills   is   1219   in   China,   and   it   spread   to  
Europe   after   the   Crusades   in   1270.   Used   for   grinding   grain   or   to   pump   water.  

1. Looking   at   this   first   list   of   inventions,   can   you   infer   that   China   had   a  
great   influence   during   the   Middle   Ages?   Write   a   paragraph   using   at   least  
three   examples   from   the   text.   (Mrs.   Bale’s:   Just   list   what   China   did).  

Science  Answer   each   question   on   a   piece   of   paper.  
1. Why   do   scientists   classify   living   things?      2.   What   are   some   of   the  

characteristics   that   all   living   things   have   in   common?  
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Day   28   Activities   (April   29)   These   may   be   completed   on   notebook   paper   or   in   Google   Classroom.  
Be   sure   to   SHARE   with   your   teacher   if   completed   on   a   Doc   in   Google   Classroom.  
 
If   you   do   not   have   internet   access,   all   paper   materials   are   in   the   paper   AMI   packet.    

English   Language   Arts  1. Complete   the    Mystery   Passage   AMI   Day   28    in   Google   Classroom   on  
the   Google   Form.   Be   sure   to   submit   when   finished.   

2. Optional   Challenge :   IXL   Skill    KUB .   Try   to   obtain   a   90%   SmartScore.  

Social   Studies  TOP   INVENTIONS   OF   THE   MIDDLE   AGES:   PART   II  
Numbering   System :Italian   Leonardo   Fibonacci   introduced   the   Hindu-Arabic  
numbering   system   in   1202.   He   brought   it   back   from   Algeria   in   North   Africa.  
Eyeglasses :   In   1268   in   Italy,   eyeglasses   were   used   by   monks   and   scholars.  
They   were   held   in   front   of   the   eyes   or   balanced   on   the   nose.  
Mechanical   Clock :   A   wheel-like   device   was   invented   that   allows   a   clock   to  
advance   at   regular   intervals,   or   tick,   around   1280   in   Europe.  
Modern   Glassmaking :   In   the   1200’s,   Germany   began   new   ways   of   making  
glass   by   blowing   spheres.   Venice   perfected   this   by   1295.  
First   Sawmill   for   Ship-making :   In   1328,   a   sawmill   was   developed   to   form  
lumber   by   using   a   blade   pulled   back   and   forth   using   a   water   wheel   system.  

1. Which   of   these   inventions   has   impacted   your   life   the   most?   Write   a  
paragraph   using   details   to   explain.   (You   can   use   either   Part   I   or   II).   What  
would   your   life   be   like   without   it?  

Science  Go   outside   and   observe   the   clouds   that   you   see!    On   a   piece   of   paper,   sketch  
what   the   clouds   look   like.    What   type   of   clouds   do   you   think   they   are?    Do   they  
bring   rain,   or   are   they   fair   weather   clouds?   
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Day   29   Activities   (April   30)   These   may   be   completed   on   notebook   paper   or   in   Google   Classroom.  
Be   sure   to   SHARE   with   your   teacher   if   completed   in   Google   Classroom.  
 
If   you   do   not   have   internet   access,   all   paper   materials   are   in   the   paper   AMI   packet.    

English   Language   Arts  In   Google   Classroom,   complete   all   parts   of   the    Quotation   Marks    assignment  
from    Flocabulary .   Be   sure   to   submit   when   you   are   finished   to   receive   credit.   If  
you   do   not   have   internet   access,   everything   is   in   the   paper   AMI   packet.   

Social   Studies  Reread   the   material   from   the   last   three   days:   THE   MIDDLE   AGES,   TOP  
INVENTIONS   OF   THE   MIDDLE   AGES   PARTS   I   and   II.   

1. Using   that   information,   write   a   paragraph   that   tells   if   you   think   the   Middle  
Ages   were   really   the   dark   ages,   or   were   they   a   time   of   discovery?   Use  
at   least   three   examples   from   the   text.   (Mrs.   Bale’s   may   list   their   reasons)  

Science  Egg   Drop   Challenge!!    Using   materials   that   you   have   on   hand   (paper   towel   rolls,  
kleenex   boxes,   plastic   bags,   cotton   balls,   straws,   etc.),   design   and   build   a  
container   that   will   protect   a   raw   egg   from   a   2   meter   drop.   Test   your  
design--have   the   tallest   person   in   your   home   hold   the   container   up   high   and  
drop   it!   (Outside!)   Take   pictures   or   draw   your   design   on   a   piece   of   paper.  
Explain   how   well   your   container   worked.   

Math   

 

Day   30   Activities   (May   1)   These   may   be   completed   on   notebook   paper   or   in   Google   Classroom.   Be  
sure   to   SHARE   with   your   teacher   if   completed   in   Google   Classroom.  
 
If   you   do   not   have   internet   access,   all   paper   materials   are   in   the   paper   AMI   packet.    

English   Language   Arts  1. Complete   the    Mystery   Passage   AMI   Day   30    in   Google   Classroom   on  
the   Google   Form.   Be   sure   to   submit   when   finished.   

2. Optional   Challenge :   IXL   Skill    FNT .   Try   to   obtain   a   90%   SmartScore.  

Social   Studies  Pretend   you   are   an   inventor    in   the   Middle   Ages .   Draw   or   describe   your  
invention.   How   did   you   come   up   with   the   idea?   Who   will   it   help?   (It   can   be  
something   from   the   lists   on   TOP   INVENTIONS   FROM   THE   MIDDLE   AGES   Part  
I   or   II,   something   else   we   have   studied,   or   your   own   idea).  

Science  Make   a   list   of   at   least   5   of   your   traits.    Determine   if   they   are   inherited   or  
acquired.    Explain   how   you   know.   

Math   

 
  


